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Attention Poker Players: "Felt Hopper: Florida" is now available. Click on the name Tyler Nals. Do

you often leave the poker room feeling dejected? If so, donâ€™t worry, you fall into the same

category as 90% of the poker-playing population. But the goal is to move out of that category and

into the top 10% -- the profitable category!The strategies presented in Poker Blog are a continuation

of what is offered in Poker Notes. These are separate strategies, not repeat strategies. If you read

either Poker Notes or Poker Blog, youâ€™re going to be a stronger poker player. If you read both,

you will significantly increase your odds of being a long-term winner. This book is not written for

professionals. Itâ€™s written for poker players who are sick of losing and want to turn the tables on

their foes. Itâ€™s also written in a friendly and easy-to-understand style.
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Tyler Nals picks right up with all the great set-up from the first and is able to hone in on some

masterful lessons and smart skill-sets that help prepare you to take your poker to a profit. The book

is loaded with all new smart strategies that take aim right at increasing your odds of turning up a

winner when youâ€™re at the tables. Iâ€™m not looking to become a professional player, I just

wanted to stop the beating I take, almost every time weâ€™re playing. You have to read the chapter



on the most dangerous player at the poker table, some of the best moves you can make are

outlined here. I couldnâ€™t believe all the techniques and approaches and weâ€™ve been hitting

the cards trying to get a feel for all the strategies, itâ€™s the only way to learn all of them, and a

good excuse to play. A great read that will have you excited to get out and hit the tables.

More in depth on strategic play,money management. I liked the stories at the end. For me it was a

great book , and improving my game is important. You have to put time on and off the felt. This is a

good read for a good player working the kinks out in his game.

After reading all three of Tyler's books on poker strategy - Poker Blog, Poker Notes, and Perfect

Range - I wanted to share some situations that he mentions in these books that are 100% true

during cash, and tournament games:- Paired board bets on the flop: Tyler's comments focus on why

someone would bet a paired board if they hit it? Simple logic to a situation that I've encountered

during my play this year. In the past, I've always tended to fold to the bettor on the flop; not

anymore. This same logic also applies to a flop that has all the same suit.- Table Talk: This is

something that happened to me during a 1-2 NL cash session at Horseshoe Southern Indiana this

past April. I was seated at a table with several of the the "Old guy" regulars. After a couple of orbits,

the one seated to my left struck up a conversation with me. It was in regards to the condition of the

poker room, and how much of a dump it was (Which it is not!). He then finished by saying how

there's fleas in the carpet there. I thought to myself; Flea's? Really? I immediately caught on to this,

laughed a little, and kept on playing. After a few more hands, I turned the tables, and brought back

up the flea story by saying to him that, "I'd rather have flea's than what I had last month." He asked

what I had, and I said I caught crabs from a bad sexual experience. He didn't believe me of course,

but I had his attention, and ultimately convinced him I did, which made him uncomfortable. He lasted

for about another hour then left. Touche' Mr. Nitty, Old Guy!Like Tyler, I too like being a prick at the

table.....You have too. It's part of the game, and sometimes the best part of the game.These are a

couple of great examples of table dynamics that should always be part of your focus.His comments

on pre-flop bet-sizing is very true also, not only for cash games, but tourney's as well.Keep on

grindin'!
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